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This is Level 1: Angles that can be found using one of the corner theorems. O is the center of the circle. You can earn a trophy if you get at least 7 questions correctly and you do this activity online. © Transum Mathematics :: This activity can be found online
at:www.transum.org/software/Online_Exercise/Circle_Theorems/Default.asp Close Level 1 - Corners, which can be found using one of the angular theorems OfLevel 2 - Multi-stage problems requiring one or more angular theorems OfLevel 3 - Randomized questions, some of them requiring finding more
than one angle in the chart exam style questions in the style of GCSE or IB/A-level exam paper questions (worked solutions available to Transum subscribers). The Chase Level 4 angle contains a circle in a diagram of many lines from which you have to find the missing angles. More on this topic including
lesson starters, visual aids, research and self-congratulation exercises. The answers to this exercise are available below on this page when you logged into your Transum account. If you don't have a Transum subscription you can set up very quickly if you're a teacher, tutor or parent. Sign up for the Help
You Can Sign Up Training Program you can also use a calculator to check your work. See calculator workout skills. Don't wait until you finish the exercise before you press the Check button. Click on it often as you work through the questions to see if you answer them correctly. You can double-click the
Check button to make it float at the bottom of the screen. The answers to this exercise are available below on this page when you logged into your Transum account. If you don't have a Transum subscription you can set up very quickly if you're a teacher, tutor or parent. Sign up on September 19, 2019,
September 19, 2019. If you're behind a web filter, please make sure the domains no.kastatic.org and no.kasandbox.org unlocked. Related: More lessons for GCSE Mathematics Maths Sheets Videos, Solutions, Activities and Sheets that are suitable for GCSE maths. What is the Circle Theorem and how
to use circle theorems to find the missing angles? Circle of Theorems - GCSE Mathematics Higher Circle Theorem 2 (GCSE Higher Mathematics) - Exam Subjects 14 Circle Theorem made easy - (Basic Mathematics GCSE Review) How to Make the Circle of Theorems A/ AS GCSE Higher Mathematics
Worked Exam Paper Review, Practice and Help Try Free Mathway Calculator and Problem Solving Below to Practice Different Mathematical Topics. Try these examples or deal with your own problems and check your answer with a step-by-step explanation. We are your feedback, comments and
questions about this site or page. Please send your feedback or requests through our feedback page. Theorems This section section circle of theorems, including tangents, sectors, angles and evidence. The video below highlights the rules you have to remember to develop circle theorems. Isosceles
Triangle Two Radius and Chord make isosceles triangle. Perpendicular chord bisection Perpendicularly from the center of the circle to the chord will always separate the chord (divided into two equal lengths). The angles tilted at the same corners of the arc, formed from two points in the circle, are equal to
the other angles, in the same arc formed from these two points. The angle in the semicircular corners, formed by drawing lines from the ends of the diameter of the circle to its circumference, forms a straight angle. So c is a right angle. Proof we can divide the triangle into two parts by drawing a line from
the center of the circle to the point on the circumference of our triangle touches. We know that each of the lines, which is the radius of the circle (green lines) of the same length. Therefore, each of the two triangles is an isozel and has a couple of equal angles. But all these angles together should add up
to 180, as they are the corners of the original large triangle. Thus, x th th y y th 180, in other words 2 (x y y) 180. and so x 90. But x y y is the size of the angle we would like to find. Touching tangents to the circle - a straight line that touches the circle only at one point (so that it does not cross the circle - it
just touches it). Touching to the circle forms a straight angle with a radius of the circle, at the point of contact tangent. In addition, if two tangents are drawn on the circle and they intersect, the length of the two tangents (from the point where they touch the circle to the point where they intersect) will be the
same. The angle in the center of the corner, formed in the center of the circle by lines originating from two points of the circle circle circle, is twice the angle formed by the circumference of the circle by the lines originating from the same points. i.e. a 2b. Proof you may need to be able to prove this fact: OA
and OX, since they are both equal to the radius of the circle. Triangle AOX isosceles and so ∠OXA - Similarly, ∠OXB b Since the angles in the triangle add up to 180, we know that ∠XOA No. 180 - 2a Similarly, ∠BOX 180 - 2b Since the corners around the point add up to 360, we have that ∠AOB No.
360 - ∠XOA - ∠BOX No 360 - (180 - 2a) - (180 - 2b) - 2a 2b 2b 2b 2 (a b) 2 ∠AXB Alternative Segment Theorem This chart shows an alternative segment of the theorem. In short, the red corners are equal to each other, and the green corners are equal to each other. Proof you may need to be able to
prove an alternate segment of theorem: We use facts about related angles of tangents making a 90 degree angle with a circle radius, so that we know that ∠OAK and x 90. The corner is 90, so ∠BCA No 90. The corners in the triangle add up to 180, so ∠BCA and ∠OAC 180 So 90 - ∠OAK y 180 and
so ∠OAK y 90 No OAC x 90, so ∠OAK x x x th ∠OAK and y hence x at the cyclical four-sided cyclical four-sided is a four-way figure in a circle with each top (corner) four-way circle touching circle. Opposite angles of such a quadrilateral add up to 180 degrees. Sector area and arc length If the radius of
circle R, Sector Area 2 × A/360 Arc Length - 2'r × A/360 In other words, sector area - circle area × length of arc A/360 - circle circumference × A/360 For more information on circle definitions click here Summary of activity #14 with Theorems circle on one page. Answers included in the PowerPoint file:
(influenced by original ideas from others on Pythagoras, Trigonometry - and Theorem Circle.) This puzzle is the fourteenth in a series of consolidation exercises/angle chases on the theme of the Circle of theOrems. All Circle Theorems are present with two radius and a chord make isosceles a triangle
and a radius that perpendicular to the chord divides the chord into two equal parts there too. View the speaker's notes if you want to set up a PowerPoint slide. (Edited in March 2020, mainly for the reasons for the presentation. Welcome to ESL Printables, a website where English teachers share
resources: sheets, lesson plans, activities, etc. Our collection grows every day with the help of many teachers. If you want to download you have to send your own contributions. The difference between tabloid and large-format is mainly the size of the paper that is used to create them. Have you ever
wondered why some newspapers are called tabloids, while some of them are called large-format ones? In fact, some newspapers advertise themselves as tabloids, while there is no shortage of documents called large-format. While not many pay attention to this dichotomy, there are differences between
the two types of newspapers that will be highlighted in this article. First of all, we will discuss each term in detail to have a general idea of each term. Then we move on to discussing the differences between tabloids and large-format newspapers. What is a wide sheet? The first point we need to pay
attention to is the size of the paper. The wide sheet is usually 11-12 × 20 inches in size. You may not have paid attention to this fact, but there are 6 columns across the table. These documents are also sober and traditional in content and approach. In addition, the language of large-format is formal and
sober. This is perhaps one of the reasons why the sheets are read by puritans and all those who believe at least newspapers should carry sober language. It has also been observed that there are readers who belong to a richer group as well as more educated. Because large-format tables are more
serious, newspapers prefer to keep political news on their front pages. Newspapers such as The New York Times, The Washington Post and the Wall St. Journal are examples for sheets. What is tabloid? The first point we should pay attention to in the tabloid is also the size of the paper. The tabloid is



smaller, measuring 11 inches × 17 inches in size. You may have noticed that most of the country's popular newspapers are large-format. While the number of newspapers is higher, there are handfuls that are tabloids. Tabloids are more attractive in their approach. This is not to say that the tabloids are
sensational, but they are certainly more colorful in their approach than the sheets. Since the tabloids are smaller in size, it is natural for their stories to be shorter and crispier than those in the sheets that carry the story in a more detailed way. Tabloids carry more pictures of celebrities than sheets and their
readers happen to be teenagers and working class, who find tabloids more interesting than traditional sheets. In fact, it is common for people moving together on buses and subway trains to transport tabloids rather than sheets as they are easier to read and fold. When it comes to language and its tone,
the tabloids seem to have a more modern approach, although there are many who believe their language is full of slang. According to the content of the tabloids are more inclined to publish sensational crimes on the cover. However, it should not be construed that all sheets are traditional or that all tabloids
are more colorful because there are exceptions to this rule. We have the New York Daily News as well as the Boston Herald, which are considered very respectable newspapers despite being tabloids. What is the difference between a tabloid and a large-format sheet? Paper size: - The wide sheet is
larger, as it is usually 11-12 × 20 inches. The tabloid is 11 inches × 17 inches. This shows that the tabloid is smaller than the large-format in size. News Items: - News more in large format table. This news is serious, such as a trial that affects the country. The tabloid carries more sensational news, such
as gossip about celebrities. However, there are tabloids that distribute serious new subjects such as the New York Daily News. Writing style: - The wide table is formal in their writing style. The tabloid is more colloquial in its style of writing. That means instead of using the world's policeman, they'll just say
a cop. The tabloid is more colorful in its approach. Appearance: Tabloids carry more photos than sheets. Reader audience: - The readership of the wide-format audience includes a richer and more educated Society. Tabloids more teenagers and those on the move as well as working-class people.
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